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Who’s Got the Button?
If you’re of my generation, you 

may remember playing this children’s 
game, using buttons from your moth-
er’s sewing supplies — or at least you’ve 
heard of it. And just about everyone 
of any age is familiar with the kind of 
button used as a closure on clothing; 
it’s been around for centuries.

There’s another kind, of course. 
The political activist or campaign 
button — variously known as a 
“pin,” which better reflects the way it 
functions — also has a long history, 
apparently going back as far as George 
Washington’s time.1 Political activist 
buttons were popular in the counter-
cultural movements of the 1960s and 
1970s in the U.S., and they’re popular 
in today’s social justice movements.

The Office of the Gender & 
Women’s Studies Librarian got its 
own button-making machine a couple 
of years ago, and we’ve been crank-
ing out feminist buttons ever since to 
give away at conferences and student 
events. Stop by our booth at NWSA 
2016 in Montreal (November 10–13) 
and pick up a few!

The basic technology for putting 
buttons together seems not to have 
changed much in many decades. Our 
student workers take turns producing 

them under the direction of office as-
sociate Lachrista Greco, who also takes 
charge of finding rotating supplies 
of appropriate images to affix to the 
fronts.

Feminist Art on Buttons
Lachrista Greco coordinates 

our Artist Visibility Program, which 
showcases — on our buttons and at 

events as well as on our website and 
social media — the work of feminist 
artists who love libraries. This year’s 
featured artists are actually projects: 
4000 Years for Choice, launched by 
artist Heather Ault in 2009; and The 
Exquisite Uterus Art of Resistance 
Project, a collection of works on fabric 

by more than 200 artists, initiated in 
2012 and curated by Helen Klebesadel 
and Alison Gates. You’ll find images 
representing both projects on buttons 
at our NWSA booth.  
 

We’re always looking for more 
feminist artists to feature. Want to see 
your art on a GWS Librarian button? 
Take a look at our call for artists below 
and get in touch!

JoAnne Lehman
Note

1. See Wikipedia’s history of the cam-
paign button.

Are you a feminist artist who 
loves libraries? Please apply 
to our Artist Visibility Pro-
gram! We travel to national 
GWS and library conferenc-
es as well as to other univer-
sities and colleges, and we’d 
love to use your rad artwork 
to help promote our services 
and resources. In return, 
we’ll give your work visibil-
ity at events, on our website, 
and via our social media, and 
we’ll send you a supply of 
buttons featuring your art. 
For more information, email 
lachrista.greco@wisc.edu.

From the editors
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Come, divine lyre, speak to me
and become a voice 

(Sappho Poem 118, p. 222)

In Sappho’s time and place — the late seventh century 
B.C.E. on the Isle of Lesbos in the Aegean Sea — poetry was 
sung to the accompaniment of the lyre. Though much of 
her work has been lost over time, Sappho stands out among 
other ancient Greek poets, not only as the first known wom-
an, but also for her passionate expression of deep feelings. As 
Freeman says in his introduction to this volume:

Most of her poems are songs of love wholly un-
like the epics of Homer, who lived in the century 
before her. Gone are the blood and glory of the 
Trojan War and the monster-battling adventures of 
Odysseus. Instead, the verses of Sappho are deeply 
personal and celebrate the joys and agony of the 
human heart. (p. xviii)

Sappho’s emotional depth and range resound musically 
in her poems, even as they are quoted in the works of other 
ancient (male) writers, even in some of the poem fragments, 
even in translation. Hers is “a genuine woman’s voice from 
an age overwhelmingly dominated by men” (p. xix). As an 
example:

He seems to me equal to the gods,
that man who sits opposite you
and listens near

to your sweet voice

and lovely laughter. My heart
begins to flutter in my chest.
When I look at you even for a moment

I can no longer speak.

My tongue fails and a subtle
fire races beneath my skin,
I see nothing with my eyes

and my ears hum.

Book Reviews
“A Genuine womAn’s voice”: A new AppRoAch to sAppho

Sweat pours from me and a trembling
seizes my whole body. I am greener
than grass and it seems I am a little short

of dying.
. . .   

(Sappho Poem 31, pp. 188–189)

Searching for Sappho is a search on several levels. On 
the first level, there’s the need to draw aside the veils of 
prejudice. Freeman points to various judgments of Sappho 
carried through different social and religious periods. On the 
opening page he quotes from the tenth-century Greek ency-
clopedia Suda, which claims that her relations with her three 
women friends “earned her a shameful reputation” (p. xi). A 
true biography is impossible, Freeman says, because so little 
is known for certain about her and because much of what 
we have from the male writers of the Greek and Latin world 
is questionable, contrived, or hostile. “Many male writers in 
ancient times could not bear the thought of a woman having 
such talent,” he says. “Since her later critics couldn’t dispute 
her gift for poetry, they turned instead to slander, claiming 
she was not a proper woman at all” (p. xxi). In Victorian and 
early modern times, male scholars who encountered Sap-
pho’s erotic poems about women came up with all sorts of 
“interpretive contortions to maintain the image of Sappho 
they had created” (p. 122), such as presenting her as a kind 
of headmistress of a school for young women, or reading 
one of her erotic poems as something delivered at a wed-
ding banquet. Even modern attitudes about Sappho may be 
problematic, Freeman points out, because they often view 
“ancient sexual conduct through a male-centered active/pas-
sive model” (p. 110) that colors one’s interpretations. 

Rather than writing a biography, Freeman aims to create 
“an image of Sappho’s life framed by details gleaned from 
her poetry” (p. xxi). The book’s larger goal is to use Sappho’s 
songs “as a window into the lives of all women in the clas-
sical world and to learn about what the different stages of a 
woman’s life were in ancient Greece” (p. xix).

The occasional reference to the original Greek language 
brings specificity to explanations of the poems, but Free-
man allows for complexity and potential ambiguity in such 

by Ingrid Swanberg

Philip Freeman, SEARCHING FOR SAPPHO: THE LOST SONGS & WORLD OF THE FIRST WOMAN POET. 
W.W. Norton, 2016. 336p. notes. bibl. index. $26.95, ISBN 978-0393242232.
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references, and he also explores puns. His analysis of poetic 
figures, such as repetition — which he compares to incanta-
tory spells in his discussion of Sappho’s poem entreating 
Aphrodite for help in winning over a woman she desires — 
is brilliant (pp. 116–120). Different interpretations of poetic 
phrases are given within the context of Greek women’s lives. 
This is done in a very lucid presentation.

Freeman is appropriately cautious in his readings of the 
poems that survive in fragments. Having read many dense, 
difficult, critical and scholarly works on Sappho, I found 
his approach refreshingly open and clear, yet still nuanced, 
balanced, and informed. He gives a good overview of the 
scholarship as well, gracefully placing Sappho among Greek 
(male) poets from Homer onward and offering remarks by 
other ancient authors about her work.

Freeman writes that Searching for Sappho is not a book 
for scholars but rather “for everyone else” (p. xxiv). It is ap-
propriate for general and recreational readers as well as for 

use in college-level courses on gender and women’s studies, 
poetry studies, and the history of women artists, and it will 
be of interest to creative writers as well. It will appeal to a 
wide range of readers, from first-time readers of Sappho to 
(yes) classical scholars. Searching for Sappho is a must-read 
for feminist poets.

In the main text there are seven chapters describing 
different stages of ancient Greek women’s lives as revealed 
in the poems: “Childhood,” “Wedding Songs, ” “A Mother’s 
Love,” “Family Matters,” “Loving Women,” “The Goddess,” 
and “Unyielding Time.” The writing is straightforward and 
highly engaging, and the book’s format is quite sparing in 
the use of distracting scholarly apparatus like footnotes. 
Sappho’s poetry is presented in these chapters in such a way 
that one may keenly focus on the poem itself. Generally, 
there is a simple identification of the source — quotation, 
original papyrus or pottery, etc. — providing context, but 
most of the detailed information about a poem is reserved 
for the “Notes” section. The result is that, having easily 
read through the main text (whether reading the “Notes” in 
conjunction or not), one can then proceed straight through 
“The Poems of Sappho” — which gives translations of all the 
known poems and fragments — with enhanced enjoyment 
and understanding, savoring the poems completely, having 
already gained a deep context of vocabulary, allusions to 
personal experience, family, friends, lovers, the goddesses…

My Greek is rudimentary at best, so I cannot com-
ment directly on the translation. I did a close comparison, 
however, between Freeman’s translation and some highly 
respected translations by Diane Rayor,1 and found them to 
correspond closely.

Although commentary on the translations appears in 
the main text as well as in the “Notes” section, the notes are 
not to be overlooked; they are richly informative, engaging, 
and complete. See the note, for example, that accompanies 
the following poem fragment:

you scorch us

(Sappho Poem 38, p. 191)

The grammarian Apollonius Dyscolus identi-
fies these words as coming from the first book 
of Sappho’s collected poetry. The Greek verb 
optao (“scorch, burn”) is often used metaphori-
cally in love poetry.  (Note, pp. 263–264)
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It is not entirely clear how erotic relationships between 
women were viewed during Sappho’s time, but it appears 
there was some degree of social acceptance. Certainly such 
relationships were a major focus in Sappho’s poetry. The 
longer poem cited above (Poem 31) is a famous example. 
There can be no question that the speaker of this poem, gaz-
ing enraptured in an erotic swoon at the woman seated close 
to “that man,” is a woman, “thanks to the gendered ending 
of Greek words” (p. 123), as Freeman notes, refuting some 
contorted readings of the poem. In the chapter “Loving 
Women,” Freeman states, “Her poems of passion for other 
women are often fragmentary and open to interpretation, 
but by reading them closely, we can gain not only a better 
appreciation of lesbian love in Sappho’s age, but a deeper 
appreciation for some of the greatest poetry the human heart 
has ever composed” (pp. 115–116). 

In his attempts to “let Sappho speak to us through the 
centuries with her own voice” (p. 174), Freeman brings 
forward how women’s lives were communal, even while be-
ing largely restricted (by men) to the roles of wives, mothers, 
and managers of households. Even so, women of that time 
participated in religious practices of worship, sacrifice, and 
celebration, at times in secret cults of mystery religions we 
know little about. In “The Goddess,” Freeman describes 
certain female religious rituals, such as the Thesmorphia fes-
tival honoring Demeter, that excluded men entirely. Women 
would leave their household responsibilities for a few days to 
collectively honor Demeter, who brought “fertility and bal-
ance back to the world” (p. 137) with the return of spring 
— something only the women could bring about through 
their rituals. Such communal sharing in these women’s lives, 
particularly in the context of celebration and worship of the 
Goddess, bespeaks surviving elements of an earlier matriar-
chal time, though Freeman does not take this up as such. 

Another indication of matriarchal traces in Sappho’s 
time is the closeness described between women and their 
brothers (husbands were usually a complete generation 
older) and the fact that the brother (rather than the hus-

band) would become the head of a woman’s household upon 
her father’s death. Under matriarchy, a brother — not her 
father or her husband — was a woman’s protector, as lineage 
was determined solely through the mother (see “Family 
Matters,” pp. 86–87).

 “Epilogue” offers brief, vivid introductions to ancient 
women poets in the centuries after Sappho: Myrtis, Corin-
na, Praxilla, Telesilla, Erinna, Anyte, Nossis, and Sulpicia. 
This concluding chapter also describes various (male) Greek 
and Roman philosophers’ and poets’ takes on Sappho: Plato, 
Menander, Catullus, Horace, and Ovid. Finally, we fol-
low Sappho’s traces through the early Christian era to the 
sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, when scholars began 
translating the poems into modern languages.

In a note to his introduction, Freeman writes, “Un-
doubtedly, many female poets preceded Sappho in human 
history, but their songs have been lost” (p. 242). Sappho 
is indeed the “first woman poet” — not literally, but first 
in the sense of the greatest, the first rank, as acknowledged 
throughout this work. The fragment given at the opening of 
this review expresses a passion that has made Sappho first: it 
is her love of the song itself.

Note

1. Diane Rayor, trans., Sappho’s Lyre: Archaic Lyric and 
Women Poets of Ancient Greece (Univ. of California Press, 
1991), pp. 51–81.

[Ingrid Swanberg’s poetry has appeared in numerous publica-
tions, including the international journal Osiris, Indefinite 
Space, Street Value, and Garrison Keillor’s The Writer’s 
Almanac. Her recent poetry collections are Ariadne & Other 
Poems (Bottom Dog Press, 2013) and Awake (Green Panda 
Press, 2014). She is the editor of the poetry journal Abraxas and 
director of Ghost Pony Press. She holds a Ph.D. in comparative 
literature from the University of Wisconsin–Madison.]
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Kate Eichhorn takes a queer and cultural theoretical 
approach to archived Riot Grrrl and Third Wave feminist 
materials in this compact work of 160 pages. The book 
begins with an overview of Eichhorn’s analyses and theo-
retical orientations and then moves into three case studies, 
each focused on a collection: the zines at the Sallie Bingham 
Center for Women’s History & Culture, in the David M. 
Rubenstein Rare Book & Manuscript Library at Duke Uni-
versity; the Riot Grrrl collection in New York University’s 
Fales Library & Special Collections; and the zine library at 
Barnard College.

As Eichhorn lays out in the introduction, this is not 
meant to be a standard history, but rather a “dirty” his-
tory that uses a “queer” methodology. That methodology is 
based on interviews with archivists and others, along with 
“participant observations carried out in archives and special 
collections where [Eichhorn] was simultaneously engaged 
in archival research,” and it is “informed by overlapping 
and interdisciplinary approaches to the study of history that 
take as their starting points a deep skepticism about history’s 
claim to truth and transcendence” (p. 17).

Consistent with this stance, the text follows an episodic 
and exploratory trajectory through the author’s engagement 
with the three Third Wave feminist collections: the Bingham 

ARchivinG Riot GRRRl & thiRd wAve cultuRe

by Virginia Corvid

Kate Eichhorn, THE ARCHIVAL TURN IN FEMINISM: OUTRAGE IN ORDER. Temple University Press, 2013. 208p. 
notes. bibl. index. $70.50, ISBN 978-1439909515; pap., $27.95, ISBN 978-1439909522; ebook, $27.95, ISBN 978-
1439909539.

Center’s zine collections, preserved as they were accumulated 
by individuals like Sarah Dyer of Action Grrrl Newsletter; the 
semi-restricted papers, including zines, of influential Riot 
Grrrls such as Kathleen Hanna; and an item-level-cataloged 
and circulating (!) special collection of zines at Barnard.  
Topics examined along the way include the World Center 
for Women’s Archives, Riot Grrrl and the avante garde, and 
radical cataloging, while discussion also draws on the work 
of prominent critical and cultural theorists such as Michel 
Foucault, Anne Cvetkovich, Elizabeth Freeman, Clare 
Hemmings, Pierre Bourdieu, Donna Haraway, and Judith 
Halberstam.

Although the book eschews a central argument or 
conclusion, a few overall themes emerge: non-linear cause-
and-effect relationships spread over time in the archive; the 
fraught and contested relationship between the Second and 
Third Waves; and the question of whether an activist prac-
tice can remain activist once it is absorbed into institutional 
structures.  

[Virginia Corvid is a former volunteer zine librarian who 
discovered Riot Grrrl through zines at ZAPP, the Zine Archive 
and Publishing Project in Seattle, WA.]

Miriam Greenwald
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Sheila Kitzinger was passion-
ate about birth. I, too, am passionate 
about birth, and this British social 
anthropologist helped make me that 
way. When I was pregnant twice in 
the 1970s, her books (she ultimately 
wrote 24) helped me understand not 
just what my body was experiencing, 
but the bigger context of how women’s 
childbirth experiences, and women’s 
health in general, fit into and were 
influenced by the larger medical and 
cultural context of the time. 

Kitzinger was a world-renowned 
childbirth educator and advocate for 
birthing women. She can rightfully 
be credited with helping to disrupt 
routine hospital and medical practices 
and making childbirth a more woman-
centered activity.

Many women in the 1970s 
wanted to be what Kitzinger called 
“active birth-givers” (p. 9). Working to 
control how they gave birth appealed 
greatly in this era of feminist activity. 
These women did not want to enter a 
hospital, surrender to its routine, go 
to sleep, and then leave as a mother. 
Rather, they wanted to own their own 
experiences and make childbirth itself 
and the power of women’s bodies (not 
just the outcome) something always 
to remember. Childbirth educators, 
the natural childbirth movement, and 
feminism helped increase the options 
for birthing women in England and 
in the U.S., and Sheila Kitzinger was 
prominent among those who made this 
happen. 

dAncinG thRouGh lABoR & deliveRy: the pAssion of 
sheilA kitzinGeR

by Judith Walzer Leavitt

Sheila Kitzinger, A PASSION FOR BIRTH: MY LIFE: ANTHROPOLOGY, FAMILY & FEMINISM. London: Pinter & 
Martin, 2015. 400p. notes. index. $27.95, ISBN 978-1780661704.

In her autobiography, published 
soon after her death in 2015, Kitzinger 
reviews episodes in her life. She was 
born at home in Taunton, in southwest 
England, in 1929; her mother was a 
nurse, midwife, pacifist, and feminist 
and clearly an important role model. 
Sheila had an unconventional child-
hood, learning early to be sensitive to 
cultural differences and intolerant of 
injustice. The family’s home was always 
filled with interesting, exceptional, and 
international people. Her upbringing 
made her perceptive, but also very con-
fident that her own viewpoints were 
the correct ones. 

She went to Oxford University, 
where she studied anthropology and 
also met economist and international 
activist Uwe Kitzinger. They married, 
and Sheila had her first child in 1956 
— in France, where Uwe was then Sec-
retary to the Economic Commission 
of the Council of Europe and in the 
Diplomatic Corps. (By 1963 they had 
five daughters under the age of seven.)

While pregnant with her first 
child, as a diplomat’s wife who felt she 
couldn’t rock the boat, Sheila none-
theless shunned both hospitals in her 
town and sought a home birth with a 
midwife trained in psychoprophylaxis 
(commonly known as Lamaze). The 
experience of her first daughter’s birth 
taught her that “working with my body 
in childbirth I was able to dance my 
way through labour. It was amazing!” 
She had found her life’s passion: “to 
challenge women’s powerlessness and 
victimization by a male-dominated 
medical system” (p. 70).

Back in England, Kitzinger 
became active in the newly created 
Natural Childbirth Association (later 
the National Childbirth Trust, NCT), 
a group that relied first on the Dick-
Read method and then on Lamaze, 
expanding options for birthing women 
in the country. She ran group classes 
that included fathers, and she used 
her anthropology training to examine 
the larger culture of birth. She became 
increasingly fascinated by the emotions 
of birth. Her NCT work was “about 
women striving to reclaim childbirth as 
an exultant personal experience, rather 
than a medical event — and, in the 
process, creating a social revolution! 
Childbirth is a political issue” (p. 77).

After her own four deliveries 
(including one set of twins), Kitzinger 
wrote her first book, The Experience of 
Childbirth (1968), creating her own 
language of birth that encompassed the 
physical and emotional sensations of 
labor and delivery, and finding “words 
for the rush of energy as contractions 
welled up and squeezed the uterus, and 
the power that builds mountains was 
released in your body, for the feeling 
as the baby’s head crowned as if in a 
ring of fire, and the birth passion” (p. 
89). In contrast to American Marjorie 
Karmel, whose book Thank You Dr. La-
maze she found “sycophantic” (p. 89), 
Kitzinger described instead an intense 
psycho-sexual experience. 

The family lived in Oxfordshire 
and had a summer house in France. 
They traveled widely, sometimes for 
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Uwe’s work and sometimes for Sheila’s. 
Starting in 1968, Sheila travelled back 
and forth to the U.S. to lecture and 
publicize her books. Norma Swenson 
of Our Bodies Ourselves said Sheila had 
a “groundbreaking role in changing the 
discourse in childbirth” (p. 138). 

Kitzinger was very critical of 
Lamaze training in the U.S., finding 
its reliance on breathing technique too 
rigid, destroying what the body might 
want spontaneously. She wrote, 

For me the power of birth is 
like the strength of water cas-
cading down the hillside, the 
power of seas and tides, and 
of mountains moving. There 
is no way of ignoring it. You 
cannot fight it. Techniques 
cannot enable a woman to 
control it as she might be in 
control of a car or a computer. 
I believe that whoever is help-
ing should aim not to man-
age, conduct, or coach, but to 
give her strength and confi-
dence as she allows her body 
to open and her baby to press 
through it to life. Midwives 
can help use this powerful 
sexual energy to keep birth 
normal. (p. 145) 

During her lectures she frequently 
got up onto a table and lay on her 
back, holding her legs, to dramatize 
medicalized birth and then more 
natural birth. Audiences flocked to her 
unusual and lively talks.

Kitzinger lectured around the 
world, visiting 31 countries. She 
promoted her books, which included 
Giving Birth: Emotions in Childbirth 
(1971), Place of Birth (1978), The Good 
Birth Guide (1979), Women’s Experi-
ence of Sex (1983), and The New Good 
Birth Guide (1989). Often, she found 
herself “in conflict with feminists who 
saw birth in very simplistic terms of 

women’s right to labour without pain, 
and failed to analyse it in terms of in-
stitutional power and women’s relative 
powerlessness” (p. 155). She believed 
that “[b]irth is a major life transition. 
It is — must be — also a political is-
sue, in terms of the power of the medi-
cal system, how it exercises control over 
women and whether it enables them to 
make decisions about their own bodies 
and their babies” (p. 156). She worked 
hard to reduce the number of induc-
tions in hospitals and to give women 
greater voice in making that decision. 

She spoke about episiotomy rates 
(which she considered “our western 
way of female genital mutilation” (p. 
170)), rooming-in, fetal monitors, rou-
tine use of medications and epidurals, 
C-sections, breastfeeding, and fathers’ 
participation; her aim was to increase 
women’s knowledge about what was 
possible and encourage them to ask for 
the services they wanted. Her mantra 
was that childbirth was shaped by cul-
ture and that practices could be altered 
to meet women’s needs and desires. 

Book Reviews
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Kitzinger has sometimes been 
accused of seeing birth through rose-
colored glasses. She addresses this, 
understanding that women want dif-
ferent things out of birth. She admits 
that some women want a hospitalized, 
medicalized experience; her concern is 
that they should be educated to know 
what their options are. She herself 
strongly believed that birth is more 
than a biological or medical event:

Sometimes I hear a doctor 
say that the one thing that 
matters is a live and healthy 
baby. For most families it isn’t 
the only thing that matters. 
The way one feels about that 
baby, and the bonds that link 
you with it, are important too, 
and there’s really no point in 
producing a perfect, well-oxy-
genated, healthy little animal 
unless the relationship be-
tween the baby and its parents 
is a going concern. That’s why 
I think we have to look at the 
whole culture of childbirth in 
our society and see what we 
can do to make it a celebra-
tion, a joyous occasion…My 
own approach to giving birth 
I described as ‘psycho-sexual’, 
a term I used because I believe 
birth is essentially a sexual 
activity…By this I mean not 
only that sex starts the baby 
off, but that the rhythms of 
birth are essentially sexual, 
if we allow them to be…the 
rhythms come in waves — 
both the rhythms of contrac-
tions right through the first 
stage, and the bearing down 
urges in the second stage. (p. 
217)

During her speaking tours in 
countries around the world, Kitzinger 
always asked to be with women in 
childbirth. She devotes a long section 
of the book to describing these experi-
ences country by country. In Hungary, 
for example, she worked hard to sup-
port Dr. Agnes Gereb, an obstetrician 
and trained midwife who was arrested 
for doing home deliveries. In Russia, 
she tried to loosen the rigid standards 
that governed hospital deliveries. She 
not only lectured, but also was politi-
cally active wherever she went, sup-
porting midwives and woman-centered 
childbirth. Of her experience in Fiji, 
where she talked with traditional 
midwives, she reported that birth was a 
dance: “a pelvic dance, slowly rotat-
ing and rocking their hips…It was an 
instinctive birth dance shared across 
cultures. We didn’t have to talk about 
it. We knew. Birth is movement. Birth 
is a dance!” (p. 289). In the U.S., she 
linked closely with Ina May Gaskin’s 
midwifery experiences at The Farm in 
Tennessee.

This autobiography of a woman 
never at rest is a bit of a hodgepodge, 
racing across events in a full and active 
life. Readers may often want more 
about some activities and less about 
others. Kitzinger is sometimes preachy 
and judgmental, although she strives 
for openness. Her personal story is 
revealed episodically, as her husband 
and five daughters (three of them les-
bian) teach her to pay attention to new 

issues. She was a vegetarian, and she 
writes about some memorable meals 
and even provides some recipes. She 
was interested in birth because of her 
own very positive joyful experiences; 
but in her career she also listened to 
others, especially those who saw birth 
as violence, even as rape. “[M]y politi-
cal understanding has been sharpened 
by awareness of the abuse that many 
women suffer,” she wrote. And she 
saw birth as part of “a much wider 
challenge that concerns our lives as a 
whole, women’s lives everywhere in the 
world”(p. 339).

Kitzinger’s autobiography ends 
with the obituary she wrote for herself, 
and it is also a fitting ending to this 
review: 

She strove to validate women’s 
experiences, to give words 
and meaning to female life 
events and transitions, and to 
challenge male autocracy and 
a medical system dictated and 
moulded by men. (p. 357)

[Judith Walzer Leavitt is the author 
of Brought to Bed: Childbearing in 
America, 1750–1950 and Make Room 
for Daddy: The Journey from Waiting 
Room to Delivery Room.]

Book Reviews
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In the field of international rela-
tions (IR), the relatively new concept 
of human security, which is discussed 
in both books reviewed here, is used as 
a framework to unpack and examine 
the roles that violence, conflict, and 
war play in the daily lives of people 
around the world. The United Nations 
Development Programme (UNDP) 
first defined the term in 1994,1 and it 
has been important for understanding 
the impact of wars and conflicts on 
ordinary citizens. 

Unlike the traditional policy 
development or IR approaches to war 
— both of which focus primarily on 
the state’s agency or actions in mak-
ing war and rebuilding from it — the 
human security approach focuses on 
individuals. The UNDP stated that the 
goal of human security was to ensure 
freedom from fear and freedom from 
want, focusing on seven threats to 
human security not usually recognized 
in the frameworks of human rights, 
human development, or state security: 
economic, food, health, environment, 
personal, community, and political 
threats.2 

Laura Sjoberg begins Gender, War, 
& Conflict with a critique of traditional 
definitions of war, noting that the 
concept is fuzzy around the edges. Be-
cause those who live at the margins of 
political society (a category that often 
includes women) are affected by the 
social, material, and political desta-

unpAckinG wAR & conflict: two Books ABout humAn 
secuRity in inteRnAtionAl RelAtions

by Rachel Bicicchi

Laura Sjoberg, GENDER, WAR, & CONFLICT. Polity, 2014. (Gender & Global Politics series.) 240p. bibl. index. pap., 
$22.95, ISBN 978-074566028.

Aili Mari Tripp, Myra Marx Ferree, & Christina Ewig, eds., GENDER, VIOLENCE, & HUMAN SECURITY: CRITICAL 
FEMINIST PERSPECTIVES. New York University Press, 2013. 336p. notes. index. pap., $27.00, ISBN 978-081476345.

bilization of violence long before and 
after any “official” war begins and ends 
(pp. 9–10), Sjoberg introduces the 
extended term “war and conflict” to 
call attention to the violence that leads 
up to, surrounds, and continues after 
the central theatre of action. Studying 
conflict, she argues, allows us to look 
at all the other things that are left out 
of traditional war analyses — including 
domestic violence, poverty, and infra-
structure damage (pp. 11–12).

While the book is not explicitly 
labeled a classroom text, that use is 
clearly one of its intended roles, as each 
chapter ends with suggestions for fur-
ther reading (the bibliographic entries 
include helpful annotations), discus-
sion questions, and key web resources.3 
Chapter 1 very carefully organizes and 
defines terms, serving as a primer on 
gender, intersectionality, and feminism. 
This chapter doesn’t offer groundbreak-
ing material to seasoned scholars and 
activists, but it makes the book ideal 
for courses in history, political science, 
and women’s and gender studies, be-
cause it introduces the terms and their 
scholarly meanings for those who are 
unfamiliar with them.

The first chapter also focuses on 
the limits of academic talk. In the 
discussion of sex versus gender, for 
example, Sjoberg notes that there 
is longstanding disagreement about 
whether women should try to advance 

by acting more like men (which may 
help women be accepted in traditional 
masculine spaces, but reifies the trope 
of masculine = good while feminine = 
bad) or by highlighting the ways they 
are different from men (an approach 
that essentializes so-called gender dif-
ferences even while it resists identifying 
traditionally feminine qualities as infe-
rior). Even more important is Sjoberg’s 
point that although gender is socially 
constructed, people live these expecta-
tions, these incentive structures, and 
this violence in their everyday lives; 
the concepts are not merely words 
(pp. 6–8). 

The inclusion of men in the analy-
sis is another strength of Gender, War, 
& Conflict. Often, as noted in the in-
troduction, “gender issues” tends to be 
code for “women’s issues,” as if men are 
either genderless or don’t have gender-
related issues and expectations to worry 
about (pp. 3-4). Sjoberg also points 
out in a later chapter that while men 
are visible in traditional war narratives, 
masculinity is not usually discussed or 
unpacked (pp. 56–57).

Chapters 2 and 3, which use 
the award-winning film Saving Private 
Ryan (1998, dir. Steven Spielberg) for 
illustration, look at how the categories 
of “women” and “men” are constructed 
during wars.4 This drama set in World 
War II excellently illustrates Sjoberg’s 
point that most war stories, whether 
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true or fictionalized, are “told about 
the women who raise and love soldiers 
and the men who fight to protect them 
and everything that they symbolize” 
(p. 24).

Both men and women have their 
roles to play in heroic narratives, but 
these two chapters demonstrate the 
incompleteness of such narratives. Sjo-
berg identifies the following wom-
en’s roles in World War II alone: 
Rosies (working women), mothers/
wives of soldiers, staff at military 
bases, USO entertainers and service 
personnel, prostitutes, nurses, 
drivers of tanks and trucks, prison 
guards, and prisoners (pp. 24–25). 
Yet only two roles — mother and 
secretary — are depicted in Sav-
ing Private Ryan. Likewise, even 
though men appear in war narra-
tives as brave soldiers, the reality is 
that most men experience war as 
civilians, not as combatants (p. 58). 
Men are also brutally victimized, 
particularly in genocidal situa-
tions in which combatants seek 
to destroy a population entirely. 
For example, the 1995 Srebrenica 
massacre during the Bosnian War 
specifically targeted men as men 
(p. 59).

Later in the book, Sjoberg 
notes that examining the categories 
of “men” and “women” does not 
provide a complete enough under-
standing of “the relationships between 
gender, war, and conflict” (p. 86). 
Chapter 4 discusses queer and trans-
gender bodies and the degree to which 
gender “disorders” are taken to be signs 
of larger political and social disorder. 
Meanwhile, “[traditional] gender hier-
archy reinforces war, which reinforces 
[traditional] gender hierarchy” (pp. 
87–88). In light of recent right-wing 
and media hysteria over trans bodies 
in public restrooms, Sjoberg’s assertion 
that “trans- and genderqueer bodies are 

[seen as] signifiers of danger” (p. 88) 
has even wider applicability. 

In concluding Chapters 5 and 6, 
Sjoberg introduces the human security 
framework as a way of broadening war 
narratives and IR research to include 
a fuller picture of the mass upheaval 
that war and conflict cause. She does 
caution that the seven security threats 
identified by the UNDP are not gen-

der-neutral, even though they are often 
treated as if they are. Personal security 
is the most visibly gendered category 
— since women are far more likely 
than men to be the victims of domestic 
violence — but there are other gender 
inequities masked by the human secu-
rity framework as well. For example, 
women are disproportionately tasked 
with obtaining and preparing food 
— something that is often difficult in 
conflict zones due to crop destruction, 
rationing, and supply-chain breakdown 
(pp. 131–132). 

Sjoberg concludes by asking how 
we can take the next step. If we can 
apply gender analysis to war, how 
might that analysis be used to change 
how war and conflict are practiced by 
policymakers going forward (p. 171)?

If Gender, War, & Conflict has 
a weakness, it might be its lack of 
detail about specific wars or conflicts. 

Because it is largely theoretical, 
mostly addressing how to do a 
gender analysis of a war or conflict, 
it offers only brief examples of the 
concepts being applied to actual 
scenarios. Students with a limited 
grasp of world history and current 
events may need additional mate-
rial to understand some references 
— the ones to Srebrenica and 
Rwanda, for example.

Using both books in the 
classroom may be useful, since the 
contributors to Gender, Violence, & 
Human Security: Critical Femi-
nist Perspectives (edited by Tripp, 
Ferree, & Ewig) do provide more 
detailed and specific examples. 
Like Sjoberg, these authors use the 
human security framework as a 
lens to examine gender in war and 
conflict. What’s different here is 
that the human security framework 
is introduced right away, in the 
opening chapter by Aili Tripp, who 
carefully problematizes it, not-
ing that the framework has been 

critiqued by some feminist scholars 
for being too easily co-opted by states 
(p. 14). Tripp notes that because of 
the many problems with the framing 
and practice of human security, readers 
might have expected the authors to 
reject the framework altogether. But 
that would not be easy — the concept 
is a significant part of modern interna-
tional discourse and cannot simply be 
ignored. Despite its flaws, moreover, 
the human security framework has 
much to recommend it, including 
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agency, a grassroots bottom-up view, 
and people-centeredness (pp. 36–37). 

Ultimately, no one framework 
can address all problems related to 
gender violence (p. 15). Human rights, 
human development, and human 
security approaches are all necessary 
(p. 8). The authors of Gender, Violence, 
& Human Security argue for a human 
security approach that examines the 
links between all forms of insecurity, 
rather than isolating each one in a 
vacuum (p. 27).

This is perhaps best illustrated 
in Edith Kinney’s essay about 
human trafficking in Thailand 
(Chapter 4, pp. 79–108) and 
Kristin Bumiller’s essay about 
state responses to domestic 
violence in the U.S. (Chapter 
8, pp. 191–213). Kinney looks 
at what happened in Thailand 
as sex trafficking moved into 
mainstream international politi-
cal discussions in the late 1990s, 
and examines the results, both 
intended and not, of changes in 
Thai government policies. Laws 
designed to reduce trafficking 
(and to increase personal and 
community security) have not 
only been unevenly successful, 
but have also reduced security in a 
number of important ways. Rules 
and regulations designed to pre-
vent trafficking have resulted in 
extreme restrictions on women’s 
freedom of movement (p. 90). Police 
treat the presence of condoms in trash 
bins, for instance, as evidence that 
prostitution is occurring, an approach 
that may actually decrease women’s 
health security and personal security, 
since brothel owners may, in turn, dis-
courage their workers from even using 
condoms so that this “evidence” can’t 
be found — undoing years of work 
by activists trying to increase safe sex 
practices for sex workers (p. 93). Raid 

and rescue techniques, while they may 
remove women from the immediate 
consequences of sex work, often lead 
to years of detention for those women 
— especially those from resource-poor 
areas outside Thailand — without 
hearings, deportation, or even the free-
dom to leave shelter; such restrictions 
reduce economic, health, and personal 
security (pp. 99–100).

In Chapter 8, Bumiller notes that 
feminist alliances with the state in the 
U.S. are largely unavoidable — for 

instance, the state must be involved 
in incarcerating those who perpetrate 
great harm (p. 192). Rules and regula-
tions about recognizing and treating 
intimate partner violence, for example 
— laws feminists have been instru-
mental in getting passed — have made 
people more aware of services available 
from police forces (some of which have 
designated sex-crime units), hospitals 
and health care workers, mental health 
providers, community service orga-
nizations, and churches and religious 

organizations (p. 196). As in the Thai 
situation, however, there have been 
unintended consequences. Bumiller 
contrasts the early battered women’s 
shelters of the 1960s — which were 
often distinctly feminist organiza-
tions, run by women, with democratic 
decision-making instead of hierarchy 
— with today’s shelters. The need for 
consistent funding (often from the gov-
ernment, which imposes its own rules 
and regulations) and changes in the 
welfare safety net have turned many 

of these shelters into top-down, 
bureaucratically organized institu-
tions (p. 23).

Finally, Bumiller says, what 
began as a focus on gender and 
intimate partner violence has 
merged over time into larger 
moral panics about sex criminals 
in general (rolling domestic vio-
lence into a larger ball of concerns 
that includes HIV/AIDS, STDs, 
drug use, the divorce rate, and 
shifting gender norms). Moral 
panics, in turn, have led to selec-
tive prosecution — for example, 
African-American males are incar-
cerated at rates that far outstrip 
other groups — as well as to other 
“witch hunts.” She also points 
out that these media-controlled 
narratives often focus on “stranger 
danger” and on stereotypes, rather 
than on actually improving wom-
en’s physical safety; after all, most 

domestic violence is perpetrated by 
assailants known to their victims, not 
by strangers (p. 198). Lisa D. Bush, 
in “Work and Love in the Gendered 
U.S. Insecurity State” (Chapter 5), also 
weighs in on domestic violence, noting 
that lack of economic security often 
makes women vulnerable to entering 
and/or staying in abusive relationships. 
Other aspects of life, such as health 
and personal security, are then endan-
gered in turn (pp. 112–113). 
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Two chapters in the book’s third 
section (which is titled “Policy Con-
siderations for Reducing Violence and 
Increasing Human Security”) posit 
various real scenarios to illustrate the 
potential of the human security frame-
work when it is applied by state and 
international policymakers. Although 
none of these scenarios produced “per-
fect” or “ideal” results, they illustrate 
that the human security concept, when 
considered from strong gender and 
human rights perspectives, can increase 
the actual lived experience of secu-
rity. Ruth Rubio-Marín and Dorothy 
Estrada-Tanck, in Chapter 10, examine 
two cases resolved by regional human 
rights courts: Opuz v. Turkey (European 
Court of Human Rights) and Cotton 
Field v. Mexico (Inter-American Court 
of Human Rights). In Chapter 11, 
Narda Henríquez and Christina Ewig 
look at the example of Peru’s Truth and 
Reconciliation Commission, “high-
lighting its attention to gender, race, 
and human security in Peru’s conflict 
[of the 1980s and 1990s] and its 
practice of giving voice to the margin-
alized” (p. 262). 

Co-editor Myra Marx Ferree 
recounts the many meanings of human 
security in her concluding chapter, 
“The Discursive Politics of Gendering 

Human Security: Beyond the Binaries” 
(pp. 285–308). She reiterates the use-
fulness of the framework, particularly 
in its ability to illuminate conditions 
not always immediately associated 
with violence, such as hunger (p. 292), 
but she also cautions that movements 
are often co-opted or have their goals 
changed, with unintended conse-
quences.

None of the essays in Gender, 
Violence, & Human Security are weak. 
Overall, this is a well-balanced volume, 
with three opening theoretical chap-
ters, four case studies, four chapters on 
policy considerations (which are case 
studies as well), and a conclusion.

Both Gender, Violence, & Human 
Security and Gender, War, & Conflict 
would be excellent additions to library 
collections that serve user bases in 
political science and history in addi-
tion to gender studies. They would 
also make an excellent pair of texts for 
a course in international relations or 
global gender issues. The human se-
curity framework has become a major 
focus on the international policy stage, 
and both volumes offer a gender-driven 
exploration of both the strengths and 
weaknesses of the framework.

Notes

1. Tripp et al., p. 6.

2. Tripp et al., p. 6.

3. As of this writing, most of the web 
links appear to be working, but given 
the fleeting nature of the internet, their 
use for future readers may be limited.

4. Since one should not assume that 
today’s college-aged readers are familiar 
with the film, which was in theaters 
when they were toddlers, I recommend 
screening key portions of it in class.

[Rachel Bicicchi is associate professor, 
educational technology coordinator, and 
research/instruction librarian at Millikin 
University in Decatur, IL. She is also 
the collection manager for communica-
tion, English/literature, gender studies, 
history and political science, leisure 
reading, mathematics, and physics and 
astronomy.]

Miriam Greenwald
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“[O]ne of the oldest feminist cri-
tiques of the field of history…remains 
remarkably relevant” today, writes edi-
tor Thomas Foster in his introduction 
to this volume: 

It is still largely acceptable for 
men to be portrayed as the 
universal historical subject. 
Authors still present their 
works as complete histories 
while focusing almost exclu-
sively on the experiences and 
writings of male subjects. 
(p. 3) 

To challenge that disparity as well as 
“the imbalance that privileges moder-
nity over the more distant past” (p. 
3), Foster has gathered eleven essays 
that provide new evidence for the vital 
economic, political, and social roles 
women played in the early modern 
North American world. The era of 
exploration and settlement brought 
women new roles and challenges as 
well as new opportunities to exercise 
power and influence.

The introduction’s subtitle, “Cross-
ing Boundaries, Rewriting Histo-
ries,” is the overarching theme of the 
contributors’ essays as well as of the 
actions of the women they describe. 
Each author’s use of existing or newly 
discovered sources reveals how women 
challenged traditional social, economic, 
and political authority as well as gen-
dered power relationships.

The book’s content ranges geo-
graphically — in the nomenclature 
and the borders of the times — from 

the women of eARly modeRn noRth AmeRicA: new 
evidence of vitAl Roles

by Vanette Schwartz

Thomas A. Foster, ed., WOMEN IN EARLY AMERICA. New York University Press, 2015. 294p. notes. index. pap., 
$28.00, ISBN 978-1479890477.

New France and New Netherland to 
New Spain and the West Indies. The 
focus of the essays reaches beyond 
the often-studied elite to encompass 
Native Americans as well as slaves 
and indentured servants. The authors 
examine their subjects through a range 
of conceptual and theoretical lenses, 
from feminist and critical race theory 
to environmental history and literary 
criticism (p.1).

Ramón A. Gutiérrez’s essay on 
seventeenth-century New Mexico tells 
of an elite woman forced to live with 
the consequences of her husband’s 
political and economic conflicts as 
well as his sexual exploits. Both Doña 
Teresa de Aguilera y Roche and her 
husband ran afoul of the Catholic 
Church and were imprisoned by the 
Inquisition. Doña Teresa challenged 
the Church’s power and eventually won 
her freedom. Gutiérrez interweaves 
Doña Teresa’s story with the culture of 
indigenous people, the power struggles 
between the upper class and slaves and 
servants, and the religious practices and 
discord in what was then called New 
Spain. 

Kim Todt studied the women of 
colonial New Netherland, finding that 
“Dutch women…experienced more 
economic, legal, and personal freedoms 
than their sisters in English colonies” 
(p. 45). Basic Dutch education focused 
on literacy and numeracy for both 
boys and girls, and adult women not 
only maintained households but also 
frequently managed shops and handled 
business for their husbands. As the 

Dutch presence in North America 
diminished, however, the roles of their 
women gradually came to resemble 
those of English women.

Karen L. Marrero explores how, 
in the Great Lakes and Detroit areas 
of the region known as New France, 
“French, Native, and mixed blood 
women navigated and expressed their 
authority in the multicultural world 
shaped by French-Native trade” (p. 
160). Haudenosaunee women exer-
cised power in their matrilineal society, 
especially in matters of peace and war, 
and French and mixed-blood women 
developed the skills to move easily 
between Indian and imperial French 
cultures. This French-Native culture 
had “transitional” aspects, with “fam-
ily and gender arrangements in flux” 
(p. 164). 

Christine Walker’s essay looks in 
detail at slaveholding by women in Ja-
maica. Both white women and women 
of color inherited slaves, bought them 
for their own use, or derived rental 
income from slave labor. In contrast, 
Erica Armstrong Dunbar tells the 
little-known saga of fugitive slave Ona 
Judge, who was owned by President 
George Washington before her escape. 
Dunbar points out that such experi-
ences are “too often described from the 
viewpoint of the male runaway. Young 
slave women did indeed run away, and 
some were successful” (p. 226).

Betty Wood explores the situa-
tion of female indentured servants in 
the Chesapeake region, where hard 
work in the tobacco fields was de-
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manded, and punishment for 
infractions was severe. Female 
servants could be raped by 
ruthless masters and beaten 
for becoming pregnant and 
giving birth. Servant mothers 
were often separated from their 
children.

The collection includes 
two essays on Native American 
women during the early mod-
ern era. Joy Howard traces the 
life of a captured New England 
child — Rebecca Kellogg Ash-
ley — who grew up, married, 
and had children in a Mohawk 
settlement in Canada. Ashley’s 
influence with both Native 
Americans and major religious 
figures allowed her to “skillfully 
navigate the borderlands and 
troubled relationships between 
white settlers and the Iroquois” 
(p. 134).

Susan Sleeper-Smith 
describes the peaceful exis-
tence of Indian women in the 
Ohio River Valley, who culti-
vated thousands of acres of crops and 
sustained the Native population of the 
area. Military forces conquered the area 
and kidnapped women and children, 
using them as pawns in the settling of 
the region and ultimate destruction of 
the Native way of life.

Matthew Dennis and Elizabeth 
Reis examine the gendered nature of 
witchcraft and the variations in percep-
tions and responses to it in different 
colonial regions as well as among 
African slaves and indigenous peoples 
in early America. “The consideration 
of witchcraft and its alleged practice,” 
they write, “helps us assess the status 
of women, their prescribed roles, and 
their place within the new, shifting, 
cross-cultural social worlds of early 
America” (p. 66). 

Ruma Chopra’s essay explores a 
little-known population: women of 
the Revolutionary War era who sup-

ported the British. Women who sought 
protection by following British troops 
faced dangers that included assault and 
rape by soldiers. Economic hardship 
led them to petition the British govern-
ment for assistance, and their allegiance 
was often rewarded with food and shel-
ter. Many loyalist women who stayed 
in their homes endured the mockery 
and contempt of their neighbors. 

Mary C. Kelley traces the develop-
ment of American women’s education 
from pre-colonial times to the mid-
nineteenth century, focusing on the 
development of female academies and 
seminaries from 1783 to 1860. Very 
little formal education had previously 
been available to girls and women, 
and although the early female acad-
emies limited their curricula to basic 
reading, writing, and ciphering, more 
subjects were added as the number of 

such schools increased. By the 
early 1800s some female acad-
emies offered the same curri-
cula as their male counterparts. 
Women’s academies also valued 
reading as a way to improve 
women’s roles in the growing 
nation. 

One of the most fascinat-
ing aspects of the book is the 
authors’ use of sources, from 
court records to ledger books 
to church documents. Many 
such records were previously as-
sumed to be unavailable, while 
others had just not been mined 
for content about women’s 
experiences (p. ix). The authors 
of these essays ably demon-
strate both the need to unearth 
primary sources on women dur-
ing this period and the effort 
required to do so. 

Unlike other works about 
this era, such as Merril D. 
Smith’s Women’s Roles in Seven-
teenth-Century America (Green-
wood, 2008), Foster’s volume 

delves deeply into unique examples of 
women who resisted authority, took 
substantial risks at their own peril, and 
navigated and manipulated traditional 
power structures. As Jennifer Mor-
gan states in her afterword, the book 
presents “a profound reconfiguration of 
the historical landscape” (p. 272). This 
work will significantly advance scholar-
ship on women in the early years of 
the North American continent, and its 
essays can serve as classroom texts for 
history or women’s studies courses and 
inspire research on other little-known 
areas of early American history.

[Vanette Schwartz is the social sciences 
librarian and women & gender studies 
liaison at Illinois State University.]
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e-souRces on women & GendeR

In this issue we want to highlight the research help 
available electronically from our very own Gender & 
Women’s Studies Librarian here at the University of 
Wisconsin–Madison.

Students and faculty on the Madison campus can, of 
course, visit 430 Memorial Library in person to use our 
reference books and meet with Karla Strand, our GWS 
librarian.1 But many additional resources of this office are 
available online to use at any time, and from anywhere in 
the world. Explore our website in the UW library system 
(library.wisc.edu/gwslibrarian), where in addition to 
searching issues of our review journal (Feminist Collections) 
and our table-of-contents service (Feminist Periodicals), you 
can “Start Your Research” with the Women’s Knowledge 
Digital Library, the Core Books database, and some how-to 
guides created especially for students.

One of our website’s most exciting offerings is the 
Women’s Knowledge Digital Library (WKDL), accessible 
directly from our home page. WKDL is a research guide 
hosted by the Gender & Women’s Studies Librarian in 
partnership with Women’s Knowledge International, the 
4W Initiative at UW-Madison, and the UW System Gender 
& Women’s Studies Consortium. Its mission is to organize 
resources and support education around women’s and 
gender studies topics, including abortion, breastfeeding, 
criminal justice, disabilities, ecofeminism, fat studies, health, 
intimate partner violence, politics, violence, and many 
more. The linked resources under each of these headings 
are curated by our librarian to ensure quality and clear 
organization. For example, under the heading “Maternal 
Health” are links to a 2014 study about the emotional and 
financial costs of maternal mortality in Western Kenya; 
to Childbirth Connection, an organization to improve 

maternity care; to Hip Mama, a zine for single, urban, 
feminist mothers; and to other resources. WKDL can be 
used by knowledge-seekers across the globe, and it is tailored 
to those with limited internet access.

The Association of College & Resource Libraries 
(ACRL) curates the Core Books resource, linked from 
our site at gwslibrarian/research-help/core-books. This 
searchable database lists books currently in print that are 
considered crucial texts for libraries associated with women’s 
& gender studies programs to own. Students and faculty 
will also find the database useful for finding specific books, 
topics, or authors and for browsing through the recommen-
dations and author lists.

stARt with the Gws liBRARiAn
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For students at the University of Wisconsin who 
are new to doing college-level research, our librarian has 
compiled step-by-step research guides for broad topics that 

include LGBTQ studies, statistics on women and gender, 
Second Wave feminism, and women’s history, among others. 
The LGBTQ research guide, for instance, offers links to 
general videos on how to start doing research, find books 
and articles, and evaluate sources, as well as specific recom-

mendations of books and videos, LGBTQ-related databases, 
organizations’ websites, curricula resources, and more.

With so much information 
available online, it is easy to 
forget the importance of the 
librarian: the curator, the 
organizer, the resource-finder. 
We hope our office, which 
is dedicated specifically to 
strengthening the field of 
women’s and gender studies, 
can serve as a valuable start-
ing point for students and 
faculty around the world in 
their educational and feminist 
journeys.

Note

1. Our office on the fourth 
floor of Memorial Library is 
generally open Monday–Fri-
day, 9:00–5:00. Our non-

circulating reference book collection, which covers a whole 
wall of room 430D, is available for in-office use during 
our open hours. For individualized reference/research help, 
please email librarian Karla Strand about your topic: karla.
strand@wisc.edu.

Ashley Hartman Annis

Start your feminist research journey with the University of Wisconsin Gender & Women’s Studies Librarian! 
(Image from library.wisc.edu/gwslibrarian.)

E-Sources on Women & Gender
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speciAl issues/themAtic sections

This column highlights special issues of thematic sections of 
journals that do not otherwise explicitly focus on gender or 
feminism.

ANNALS OF THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF 
POLITICAL AND SOCIAL SCIENCE v. 639, no. 1 
(January 2012): Special issue: “Gender and Race Inequality 
in Management: Critical Issues, New Evidence.” Issue 
editor: Matt L. Huffman. Publisher: American Academy of 
Political and Social Science. ISSN: 0002-7162. Available 
electronically to licensed users through JSTOR, Sage 
Journals, & The Lexis-Nexis Academic Universe.

Partial contents: “Minority Vulnerability in Privileged 
Occupations: Why Do African American Financial Advisers 
Earn Less than Whites in a Large Financial Services Firm?,” 
by William T. Bielby; “Managing Ambivalent Prejudices: 
Smart-but-Cold and Warm-but-Dumb Stereotypes,” 
by Susan T. Fiske; “Power, Influence, and Diversity in 
Organizations,” by Jeffrey W. Lucas & Amy R. Baxter, 
“Diversity within Reach: Recruitment versus Hiring in Elite 
Firms,” by Lauren A. Rivera; “Developmental Practices, 
Organizational Culture, and Minority Representation in 
Organizational Leadership: The Case of Partners in Large 
U.S. Law Firms,” by Fiona M. Kay & Elizabeth H. Gorman; 
“If You’re So Smart, Why Aren’t You the Boss? Explaining 
the Persistent Vertical Gender Gap in Management,” by 
Heather A. Haveman & Lauren S. Beresford; “Women’s 
Mobility into Upper-Tier Occupations: Do Determinants 
and Timing Differ by Race?,” by George Wilson; “Money, 
Benefits, and Power: A Test of the Glass Ceiling and Glass 
Escalator Hypotheses,” by Ryan A. Smith; “Do Female 
Top Managers Help Women to Advance? A Panel Study 
Using EEO-1 Records,” by Fidan Ana Kurtulus & Donald 
Tomaskovic-Devey; “Minorities in Management: Effects on 
Income Inequality, Working Conditions, and Subordinate 
Career Prospects among Men,” by David Maume; “Female 
Leaders, Organizational Power, and Sex Segregation,” by 
Kevin Stainback & Soyoung Kwon; “Checking the Pulse 
of Diversity among Health Care Professionals: An Analysis 
of West Coast Hospitals,” by Sheryl L. Skaggs & Julie A. 
Kmec; “The Gender Gap in Executive Compensation: The 
Role of Female Directors and Chief Executive Officers,” by 
Taekjin Shin.

peRiodicAl notes

CAMBRIDGE JOURNAL OF ECONOMICS v. 34, no. 
6 (November 2010): Symposium on Post-Keynesian and 
Feminist Economics. Issue editors: Irene van Staveren & 
Colin Danby. Publisher: Academic Press. ISSN: 0309-166X. 
Available electronically to licensed users through JSTOR & 
Oxford University Press Journals.

Partial contents: “Feminist and Post-Keynesian 
Economics: Challenges and Opportunities,” by Siobhan 
Austen & Therese Jefferson; “Post-Keynesianism Meets 
Feminist Economics,” by Irene van Staveren; “Gender and 
the Stability of Consumption: A Feminist Contribution 
to Post-Keynesian Economics,” by S. Charusheela; 
“Interdependence through Time: Relationships in Post-
Keynesian Thought and the Care Literature,” by Colin 
Danby.

CRIME AND DELINQUENCY v. 55, no. 2 (April 2009): 
Special issue: “Gender Issues in Juvenile and Criminal 
Justice.” Issue editors: Angela M. Wolf & Kimberly Kempf-
Leonard. Publisher: Sage Publications. ISSN: 0011-1287. 
Available electronically to licensed users through Sage 
Journals.

Partial contents: “Gender Differences in Delinquency 
and Juvenile Justice Processing: Evidence from National 
Data,” by Paul E. Tracy, Kimberly Kempf-Leonard, & 
Stephanie Abramoske-James; “Gender-Specific Pathway 
to Serious, Violent, and Chronic Offending?: Exploring 
Howell’s Risk Factors for Serious Delinquency,” by Pernilla 
Johansson & Kimberly Kempf- Leonard; “Violent Girls or 
Relabeled Status Offenders?: An Alternative Interpretation 
of the Data,” by Barry C. Feld; “Determining What Works 
for Girls in the Juvenile Justice System: A Summary of 
Evaluation Evidence,” by Margaret A. Zahn, Jacob C. 
Day, Sharon F. Mihalic, & Lisa Tichavsky; “The Provision 
and Completion of Gender-Specific Services for Girls on 
Probation: Variation by Race and Ethnicity,” by Angela M. 
Wolf, Juliette Graziano, & Christopher Hartney; “Reentry 
and Renegotiating Motherhood: Maternal Identity and 
Success on Parole,” by Marilyn Brown & Barbara Bloom.
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ECONOMIC AND INDUSTRIAL DEMOCRACY v. 34, 
no. 3 (August 2013): Special section: “Approaching Gender 
Relations in Working Life.” Issue editors: Lena Gonäs & 
Erica Sandlund. Publisher: Sage Publications. ISSN: 0143-
831X. Available electronically to licensed users through Sage 
Journals.

Partial contents: “Regional Development, Equality, 
and Gender: Moving Towards More Inclusive and Socially 
Sustainable Measures,” by Diane Perrons and Robin 
Dunford; “Scandinavian Welfare States and Gender (de)
Segregation: Recent Trends and Processes,” by Anne Lise 
Ellingsæter; “Career Patterns for IT Engineering Graduates,” 
by Line Holth, Abdullah Almasri, & Lena Gonäs; “Applying 
Findings and Creating Impact from Conversation Analytic 
Studies of Gender and Communication,” by Elizabeth 
Stokoe; “The Emergence of Symmetries and Asymmetries 
in Performance Appraisal Interviews: An Interactional 
Perspective,” by Birte Asmuß.

GLOBAL SOCIAL POLICY v. 12, no. 2 (August 2012): 
Special section: “The World Bank’s New Approach to 
Gender Equality?,” Issue editor: Rianne Mahon. Publisher: 
Sage Publications. ISSN: 1468-0181. Available electronically 
to licensed users through Sage Journals.

Partial contents: “The World Bank and Gender 
Inequality,” by Lourdes Beneria; “Review of World 
Development Report 2012: Gender Equality and 
Development,” by Diane Elson; “What’s Macroeconomic 
Policy Got to Do with Gender Inequality? Evidence from 
Asia,” by Günseli Berik & Yana van der Meulen Rodgers; 
“Gender Differences in Employment: Why They Matter…
for Rural Women,” by Johanne Lortie; “WDR 2012: Too 
Little, and Already a Bit Out-of-Date?,” by Shahra Razavi.

HEBREW BIBLE AND ANCIENT ISRAEL v. 5, no. 2 
(June 2016): Special issue: “Gender and Method.” Issue 
editors: Gary N. Knoppers, Oded Lipschits, Carol A. 
Newsom, & Konrad Schmid. Publisher: Mohr Siebeck. 
ISSN: 2192-2276 (print), 2192-2284 (online). Available 
electronically through IngentaConnect.

Partial contents: “Modern Terms and their Ancient 
Non-Equivalents. Patrilineality and Gender in the Historical 
Study of the Bible,” by Cynthia Ruth Chapman; “Coming, 
Going, and Knowing. Reading Sex and Embodiment in 

Hebrew Narrative,” by Christine Mitchell; “Double Vision: 
Textual and Archaeological Images of Women,” by Carol 
Meyers; “Genderforschung, Altorientalische Kunst und 
Biblishe Texte,” by Silvia Schroer; “Crossing Boundaries: 
Moses the Man, Masculinities and Methods,” by Dennis T. 
Olson.

INTERNATIONAL FORESTRY REVIEW v. 17, supp. 4 
(September 2015): Special issue: “Gender in Agroforestry.” 
Issue editor: Alan Pottinger. Publisher: Commonwealth 
Forestry Association. ISSN: 1465-5489 (print), 2053-7778 
(online). Available electronically through IngentaConnect.

Partial contents: “Introduction: Contributions and 
Gaps in Gender and Agroforestry,” by C.J.P. Colfer, D. 
Catacutan, & F. Naz; “Gender Roles, Responsibilities, 
and Spaces: Implications for Agroforestry Research 
and Development in Africa,” by E. Kiptot; “Gender 
Roles, Decision-Making and Challenges to Agroforestry 
Adoption in Northwest Vietnam,” by D. Catacutan & 
F. Naz; “Can Gender Appreciation of Tress Enhance 
Landscape Multifunctionality? A Case of Smallholder 
Farming Systems on Mount Elgon,” by M. Bourne, J. 
Kimaiyo, J. Tanui, D. Catacutan, & V. Otiende; “Is There 
a Choice? Choice Experiment to Determine the Value 
Men and Women Place on Cacao Agroforests in Coastal 
Ecuador,” by T. Blare & P. Useche; “Land Use Change and 
Shifts in Gender Roles in Central Sumatra, Indonesia,” 
by G.B. Villamor, R. Akiefnawati, M. Van Noordwijk, 
F. Desrianti, & U. Pradhan; “Linking Women, Trees, 
and Sheep in Mali,” by N. Gélinas, A. Lavoie, M.-F. 
Labrecque, & A. Oliver; “India’s Drylands Agroforestry: A 
Ten-Year Analysis of Gender and Social Diversity, Tenure, 
and Climate Variability,” by P. Bose; “Gender Roles and 
Knowledge in Plant Species Selection and Domestication: 
A Case Study in South and Southeast Sulawesi,” by E. 
Mulyoutami, J.M. Roshetko, E. Martini, D. Awalina, 
& Janudianto; “Improving Commercialization of Cola 
spp. in Cameroon—Applying Lessons from NTFPs in a 
Context of Domestication,” by B.V.A. Ferket, A. Degrande, 
& P. VanDamme; “Gender Differences in Knowledge, 
Perception, and the Use of the Ricinodendron heudelotii 
(Baill. Pierre ex pax) Kernel Extraction Machine,” by 
C. Mbosso, A. Degrande, P. VanDamme, S. Tsafack, G. 
Nimino, & Z. Tchoundjeu.

Periodical Notes
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INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF APPLIED 
PSYCHOANALYTIC STUDIES v. 12, no. 4 (December 
2015): Special section: “Challenging the Western Caricature 
of Muslim Women.” Issue editor: Salman Akhtar. 
Publisher: John Wiley & Sons. ISSN: 1742-3341. Available 
electronically to licensed users through Wiley Online 
Library.

Partial contents: “Great Ancestors, by Farida Shaheed 
& Aisha Lee Shaheed Karachi,” by Dr. Priti Shukla; 
“Atiya’s Journey: A Muslim Woman from Colonial Bombay 
to Edwardian Britain, by Siobhan Lamert-Hurley & Sunil 
Sharma,” by Roomana M. Sheikh; “A Rebel and Her Cause: 
The Life and Work of Rashid Jahan, by Rakhshanda Jalil,” by 
Aisha Abbasi.

INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF LANGUAGE AND 
CULTURE v. 3, no. 1 (November 2016): Special section: 
“Aspects of the Meaning of Gender.” Issue editor: Angeliki 
Alvanoudi. Publisher: John Benjamins Publishing Company. 
ISSN: 2214-3157. Available electronically to licensed users 
through IngentaConnect.

Partial contents: “Gender, Shape, and Sociality: 
How Humans are Special in Manambu,” by Alexandra 
Y. Aikhenvald; “Gender in Hinuq and Other Nakh-
Daghestanian Languages,” by Diana Forker; “Sexless Babies, 
Sexed Grandparents: Nungon Gendered Person Terms,” by 
Hannah Sarvasy.

JOURNEYS: THE INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF 
TRAVEL AND TRAVEL WRITING v. 16, no. 1 (Summer 
2015): Special section: “Women Writing Travel, 1890–
1939.” Issue editor: Emma Short. Publisher: Berghahn 
Books. ISSN: 1465-2609. Available electronically to licensed 
users through EBSCOhost Social Sciences & Literature 
Resource Center and through Berghahn Journals.

Partial contents: “‘Those Eyes Kohl Blackened Enflame’: 
Re-reading the Feminine in Gertrude Bell’s Early Travel 
Writing,” by Emma Short; “Modern Women, Mobility, and 
Maternity,” by Emily Ridge; “‘The Strange Happiness of 
Being Abroad’: Dorothy Richardson’s Oberland,” by Mhairi 
Pooler; “Autobiography, Journalism, and Controversy: Freya 
Stark’s Baghdad Sketches,” by Mary Henes; “The Adventures 
of Miss Ross: Interventions into, and the Tenacity of, 
Romantic Travel Writing in Southwest Persia,” by Barbara 
Cooke.

LATIN AMERICAN PERSPECTIVES v. 35, no. 6 
(November 2008): Special section: “Women in Agriculture.” 
Issue editors: Norma Giarracca & Miguel Teubal. Publisher: 
Sage Periodicals Press. ISSN: 0094-582X. Available 
electronically to licensed users through JSTOR & Sage 
Journals.

Partial contents: “Gender Relations in Family-Farm 
Agriculture and Rural-Urban Migration in Brazil,” by Anita 
Brumer; “Forced Displacement among Rural Women in 
Colombia,” by Flor Edilma Osorio Perez; “‘This Is Not a 
Meeting for Women’: The Sociocultural Dynamics of Rural 
Women’s Political Participation in the Bolivian Andes,” by 
I.S.R. Pape; “Women, Agrarian Movements, and Militancy: 
Chiapas in the 1980s,” by Anna Maria Garza & Sonia 
Toledo.

Periodical Notes
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ORAL HISTORY REVIEW v. 43, no. 1 (Winter/Spring 
2016): Special Issue: “Listening to and Learning from 
LGBTQ Lives.” Issue editor: Stephanie Gilmore. Publisher: 
Oxford University Press. ISSN: 0094-0798 (print), 1533-
8592 (online). Available electronically to licensed users 
through Oxford University Press Journals.

Partial contents: “What Makes Queer Oral History 
Different,” by Kevin P. Murphy, Jennifer L. Pierce, & Jason 
Ruiz; “Embodied Knowledge and Accessible Community: 
An Oral History of ‘Four Rehearsals and a Performance,’” 
by Liam Lair & Ashley Mog; “No Cinderella Story: 
Friends Remember Ben Scott ‘Benderella’ Rae,” by Laura 
S. Hodgman; “Surprised by Activism: The Effects of One 
Oral History on Its Queer Steel-Working Narrators,” 
by Anne Balay; “‘In People’s Faces for Lesbian and Gay 
Rights’: Stories of Activism in Madison, Wisconsin, 1970 
to 1990,” by Scott C. Seyforth & Nichole Barnes; “Behind 
the Scenes at the Gayzette: The Gay Student Union and 
Queer World Making at UCLA in the 1970s,” by David 
A. Reichard; “The Carolina Gay Association, Oral History, 
and Coming Out at the University of North Carolina,” by 
T. Evan Faulkenbury & Aaron Hayworth; “‘Bring Your 
Whole Self to Work’: Identity and Intersectional Politics in 
the Louisville LGBTQ Movement,” by Catherine Fosl & 
Lara Kelland; “‘That’s What Music Is About — It Strikes 
a Chord’: Proposing a Queer Method of Listening to the 
Lives and Music of LGBTQs,” by Marion Wasserbauer; 
“Reclaiming the Lesbian Archives,” by Elise Chenier.

PATTERNS OF PREJUDICE v. 49, no. 1 (February 
2015): Special issue: “Gender and Populist Radical-Right 
Politics.” Issue editors: Niels Spierings, Andrej Zaslove, Liza 
M. Mugge, & Sarah L. de Lange. Publisher: Routledge. 
ISSN: 0031-322X. Available electronically to licensed users 
through Taylor & Francis Online Journals, EBSCOhost 
Academic Search Premire, & SocINDEX.

Partial contents: “Vox Populi or Vox Masculini? 
Populism and Gender in Northern Europe and South 
America,” by Cas Mudde & Cristobal Rovira Kaltwasser; 
“Gender and the Radical Right in Western Europe: A 
Comparative Analysis of Policy Agendas,” by Tjitske 
Akkerman; “Gender and Right-Wing Populism in the Low 
Countries: Ideological Variations Across Parties and Time,” 
by Sarah L. de Lange & Liza M. Mugge; “Charismatic 
Female Leadership and Gender: Pia Kjaersgaard and the 
Danish People’s Party,” by Susi Meret; “The Gender Gap 
in Populist Radical-Right Voting: Examining the Demand 
Side in Western and Eastern Europe,” by Eelco Harteveld, 
Wouter Van Der Brug, Stefan Dahlberg, & Andrej 
Kokkonen; “Gendering the Vote for Populist Radical-Right 
Parties,” by Niels Spierings & Andrej Zaslove; “Conclusion: 
Divinding the Populist Radical Right Between ‘Liberal 
Nativism’ and Traditional Conceptions of Gender,” by Niels 
Spierings & Andrej Zaslove.

UTNE READER (Summer 2016): Special section: “Every 
One of Us: Equal.” Issue editor: Christian Williams. 
Publisher: Ogden Publications, Inc. ISSN: 8750-0256. 
Available electronically to subscribers through www.utne.
com.

Partial contents: “Letter to a Young Man,” by Kevin 
Powell; “The Trans Revolution,” by Vanessa Baird; 
“Repairing the Circle,” by Tomson Highway.

Ashley Hartman Annis
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Some publishers routinely send us new books or other materials 
to consider for review in Feminist Collections (FC). We list 
all such titles here, and those that meet the inclusion criteria for 
our bibliographic periodical, New Books on Women, Gender, 
& Feminism (NB), are indexed in that publication as well. 
Not all titles received in the office are reviewed or indexed; nor 
is receipt of a complimentary copy necessary for that title to be 
reviewed in FC or indexed in NB. Those books we receive that 
are not selected for review are added to the University of Wis-
consin’s library collections or donated to other worthy recipients.

THE BEYONCÉ EFFECT: ESSAYS ON SEXUALITY, 
RACE, AND FEMINISM. Trier-Bieniek, Adrienne, ed. 
McFarland, 2016.

BROWN BODIES, WHITE BABIES: THE POLITICS 
OF CROSS-RACIAL SURROGACY. Harrison, Laura. 
New York University Press, 2016.

CALLING THE SHOTS: WHY PARENTS REJECT 
VACCINES. Reich, Jennifer A. New York University 
Press, 2016.

THE CASE OF ROSE BIRD: GENDER, POLITICS, 
AND THE CALIFORNIA COURTS. Cairns, Kathleen 
A. University of Nebraska Press, 2016.

THE COMMON LOT AND OTHER STORIES: THE 
PUBLISHED SHORT FICTION, 1908–1921. Miles, 
Emma Bell. Edwards, Grace Toney, ed. Swallow Press/
Ohio University Press, 2016.

ELIZA LUCAS PINCKNEY: COLONIAL PLANTATION 
MANAGER AND MOTHER OF AMERICAN PA-
TRIOTS, 1722–1793. Pickett, Margaret F. McFarland, 
2016.

ENCYCLOPEDIA OF KISS: MUSIC, PERSONNEL, 
EVENTS, AND RELATED SUBJECTS. Weiss, Brett. 
McFarland, 2016.

FEMINISM IS QUEER: THE INTIMATE CONNEC-
TION BETWEEN QUEER AND FEMINIST THEO-
RY. Marinucci, Mimi. Expanded ed. Zed Books, 2016.

FEMINIST PERSPECTIVES ON ORANGE IS THE NEW 
BLACK: THIRTEEN CRITICAL ESSAYS. Household-
er, April Kalogeropoulos, and Trier-Bieniek, Adrienne, 
eds. McFarland, 2016.

FERTILITY HOLIDAYS: IVF TOURISM AND THE RE-
PRODUCTION OF WHITENESS. Speier, Amy. New 
York University Press, 2016.

GHOSTLY DESIRES: QUEER SEXUALITY AND 
VERNACULAR BUDDHISM IN CONTEMPORARY 
THAI CINEMA. Fuhrmann, Arnika. Duke University 
Press, 2016.

HUNTING GIRLS: SEXUAL VIOLENCE FROM THE 
HUNGER GAMES TO CAMPUS RAPE. Oliver, Kelly. 
Columbia University Press, 2016.

IN THE LAND OF TWO-LEGGED WOMEN. Alcaro, 
Huey Helene. Inanna, 2016.

LEFTOVER WOMEN: THE RESURGENCE OF GEN-
DER INEQUALITY IN CHINA. Fincher, Leta Hong. 
Zed Books, 2016.

THE MAKING OF WOMEN ARTISTS IN VICTORIAN 
ENGLAND: THE EDUCATION AND CAREERS OF 
SIX PROFESSIONALS. Devereux, Jo. McFarland, 2016.

MAMMOGRAPHY AND EARLY BREAST CANCER 
DETECTION: HOW SCREENING SAVES LIVES. 
Hollingsworth, Alan B. McFarland, 2016.

ONE BEAD AT A TIME. Little Thunder, Beverly, and 
Proulx-Turner, Sharron. Inanna, 2016.

OUTLANDER’S SASSENACHS: ESSAYS ON GENDER, 
RACE, ORIENTATION, AND THE OTHER IN THE 
NOVELS AND TELEVISION SERIES. Frankel, Valerie 
Estelle, ed. McFarland, 2016.

QUEER TV IN THE 21ST CENTURY: ESSAYS ON 
BROADCASTING FROM TABOO TO ACCEP-
TANCE. Hart, Kylo-Patrick R., ed. McFarland, 2016.

SOUTHWESTERN WOMEN WRITERS AND THE 
VISION OF GOODNESS: MARY AUSTIN, WILLA 
CATHER, LAURA ADAMS ARMER, PEGGY POND 
CHURCH, AND ALICE MARRIOTT. Brosman, 
Catharine Savage. McFarland, 2016.

SWEDISH CINEMA AND THE SEXUAL REVOLU-
TION: CRITICAL ESSAYS. Björklund, Elisabet, and 
Larsson, Mariah. McFarland, 2016.

TOO HEAVY A YOKE: BLACK WOMEN AND THE 
BURDEN OF STRENGTH. Walker-Barnes, Chanequa. 
Wipf and Stock, 2014.

UNDOING MONOGAMY: THE POLITICS OF SCI-
ENCE AND THE POSSIBILITIES OF BIOLOGY. 
Willey, Angela. Duke University Press, 2016.

WHAT HAPPENED TO TOM. Tittle, Peg. Inanna, 2016.
WHITE INNOCENCE: PARADOXES OF COLONIAL-

ISM AND RACE. Wekker, Gloria. Duke University 
Press, 2016.

WOMEN FILM EDITORS: UNSEEN ARTISTS OF 
AMERICAN CINEMA. Meuel, David. McFarland, 
2016.

WOMEN OPERA COMPOSERS: BIOGRAPHIES 
FROM THE 1500S TO THE 21ST CENTURY. 
McVicker, Mary F. McFarland, 2016.

WOMEN VERSED IN MYTH: ESSAYS ON MODERN 
POETS. Harris, Colleen S., and Frankel, Valerie Estelle, 
eds. McFarland, 2016.
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